We 
Results.
Let D denote a Dedekind domain with a prime ideal P such that D/P is a finite field GF(q). An algebra A over D is a unital D-module that is also a (not necessarily associative) ring, such that a(ab) = sjA/X) = 1 (q).
The main tool to prove this is the following In this note we prove the following: Theorem 1. Let A be a nilpotent finite dimensional algebra over a finite field GF(q). Then the following hold: and a.. = 0 it j 4 n -1. We have proved Bcz CB"" . In the same manner we prove aB CB"-1.
Let a2 -ab -ßb2 eß3. From the Jordan identity (a+ tb)((a+ tb)\sa+ b)) = («+ tb)\(a+ tb)(sa+ b)), s, t £ GF(q), follows b"-Kt2+ ß)aiTi_x-b\t2 + ß)ßs-bAt2+ 2ß)as-b2a2s^0 U5).
So a = ß = 0 since è , ¿>, b are linearly independent.
(2) If A is alternative the proof is analogous. A is indeed associative since it is generated by 2 elements, and we only have to use other identities. Q.E.D.
Lemma 2. There are exactly q maximari subalgebras which are power algebras. They are generated by elements b + ra, r £ GF(q). sJa) = (i+ q)(<pkA-q) + q-q<Pk<2= 1+ q(q2)-
Proof. Each maximal power algebra

